
 

Haydn Adjustable
Juggernaut Roller Frame
310mm-460mm
Brand:Haydn
Code: C1173

$24.60 +GST $28.29 incl. GST

Description

The Haydn® Juggernaut Frame is a heavy-duty, all-purpose frame that is perfect for the professional painter, tradesman,
or DIY enthusiast. It adjusts to hold roller sleeves between 310mm and 460mm in length. Which means it takes a fraction
of the time to paint large areas. It has an aluminium frame and body, as well as wingnuts so that the frame arms can be
adjusted with ease. The double arms add stability and balance to the frame so that it can produce a uniform finish that
does not mark the surface. The frame is lightweight and sits on top of a thermoplastic rubber handle. Which had comfort
in mind when designed and can be held for extended periods of time without fatigue. The handle also has a threaded end
to fit most standard extension poles. The frame comes with two end caps suitable for standard roller sleeves 38mm in
diameter.

Ideal for

Roller sleeves 310mm to 460mm (12″ to 18″) in length
Standard roller sleeves that are 38mm (1 1/2”) in diameter

Features

Adjusts to hold 310mm to 460mm (12″ to 18″) roller sleeves
Increase efficiency by painting large areas in a fraction of the time
Lightweight, aluminium frame and body
Wingnut design makes it easy to adjust
Double arms for a uniform finish
Comfort grip handle made from TPR

https://colorex.co.nz/shop/products/hardware/paint-rollers-trays-poles/haydn-adjustable-jugge
rnaut-roller-frame-310mm-460mm/
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Universal thread end, can be attached to standard extension poles
Two end caps included
Replacements end caps are available (PAJUEC)
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